Relationship between sacral pelvic incidence and acetabular orientation.
The importance of the sacral pelvic incidence (SPI) in relation to individual variations of sagittal spinal curvature has become well-recognised. We attempted to determine the relationship between SPI and acetabular orientation. The three-dimensional coordinates of 47 homologous points were observed on 51 adult anatomical pelvises (26 female and 25 male). The reference vertical plane was Lewinnek's anterior pelvic plane. 10 angular parameters and 11 linear parameters were defined and calculated. These were expressed both in absolute value (in millimetres) and in "acetabular unit" (relative to the mean value of the right and left acetabular rays). Mean values of the parameters were calculated for all pelvises and according to gender. There were two dominant parameters: the "sacral slope" and the "V pubic angle". "Acetabular tilting" was primarily dependent on the "sacral slope" and its intermediary on the "SPI", while "acetabular anteversion" dependent on the "V pubic angle" via the "angle of prow". It is recommended that positioning of the acetabular cup in total hip arthroplasty relates to anatomical parameters, and to the global sagittal balance of the pelvi-spinal unit.